
MEDIA KIT



Vision and values

We are not building an empire. We are arming the rebels. 

Our brand design systems speak to the individuality each team member brings 
to Rebellion. We aim to go against the grain, to generate impact through  
the challenges we accept and conquer, and to create an ideal world for  
those around us. As a group of highly skilled individuals, we live and breathe 
Rebellion in the most fundamental ways. We are changing the game by  
reinventing the way we play and how we interact as a community. This  
means thriving when we’re exposed to volatility and disorder, and striving  

to show the world an alternative way to how it’s always been done.

Visual language

To visually represent what it means to be a fan of esports this brand  
deconstructs the logo to create windows which reveal players and game play. 
Fans connect with Rebellion streamers through snippets of dialog and content, 
through moments on a screen which create a community where people can 
find their place and be themselves. This bold use of the logo and other assets 
frame the talents and enhance the branded viewing experience. The new look 
is scalable and adaptable for different games and future endeavors.

OVERVIEW



CORE BRAND 
ELEMENTS



LOGO LOCKUP



LOGO VARIATIONS

Shopify and no Shopify

The lockup may be presented in either form – both with and without the Shopi-
fy tag. The logo can stand alone in green, white, black but never in our blurple.  



LOGO VIOLATIONS

What not to do

Avoid the following scenarios in 
order to stick to the brand themes 
and guidelines.  

Don’t: Resize logo elements Don’t: Alter logo typography, make sure 
the correct “R” is being used

Don’t: Rearrange logo elements

Don’t: Add a drop shadow Don’t: Combine colors or use just blue Don’t: Use an outline or thick stroke
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LOGO VIOLATIONS

What not to do
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CORE BRAND ELEMENTS

Don’t: Resize logo elements.

Don’t: Add a drop shadow.

Don’t: Alter logo typography, make sure 

the correct “R” is being used.

Don’t: Combine colors or use just blurple.

Don’t: Rearrange logo elements.

Don’t: Use an outline or thick stroke.



COLOR

Palette

In keeping with the brand’s dark and 
modern tone, the primary palette 
consists of tinted black and toned 
white as primary colors with green 
and blurple as accents. 

60% 30% 10%

R:240 G:240 B:240
HEX #f0f0f0

R:179 G:233 B:32
HEX #b3e920

R:73 G:73 B:73
HEX #5d41ea

R:93 
G:65 
B:234
HEX 
#494949

R:30 G:30 B:30
HEX #1e1e1e



COLOR VIOLATIONS

What not to do

Titles and primary information 
can be green (#b3e920), blurple 
(#5d41ea), white (#f0f0f0), or black 
(#1e1e1e).

Secondary information such as 
subtitles and player information 
is either white (#f0f0f0) or black 
(#1e1e1e).

Don’t: Individually color letters Don’t: Let type become illegible Don’t: Use tints, shades, tones outside of 
brand colors

Don’t: Use colors outside of brand colors Don’t: Use pure black or pure white Don’t: Use a gradient for type
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TYPOGRAPHY

HEADLINE TYPE / BB Toros Pro

SUB-HEADLINE TYPE 01 / Sofia Pro / Black

BODY TEXT / Shopify Sans-Medium

SUB-HEADLINE TYPE 02 / Sofia Pro / Semi Bold

BODY TEXT / Shopify Sans / Regular

SUB-HEADLINE TYPE 03 / Sofia Pro / Extra Light

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
www.myfonts.com/fonts/boldstudio/bb-torsos-pro

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

fonts.adobe.com/fonts/sofia

Inhouse font



TYPE RULES

Applications

Titles and primary information is  
BB Torsos, secondary information  
is Sofia Pro Medium. 

Title: 
BB Torsos Bold 175pt / 0pt tracking

Subtitle: 
Halo - Sofia Pro Semi Bold 60pt / 100pt tracking
WC Series - Sofia Pro Semi Bold 32pt / 100pt tracking

Secondary Information: 
1 Dignitas… - Sofia Pro Semi Bold 40pt / 100pt 
tracking

Lower Third: 
Names - BB Torsos Bold 32 pt / 0pt tracking

Description - Sofia Pro Bold 28pt / 100pt tracking

Email Signature:
Name - BB Torsos Bold 105 pt / 0pt tracking

Secondary information - Shopify sans regular 50 pt / 20pt tracking
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TYPE RULES

Applications

Titles and primary information is BB 
Torsos, secondary information is 
Sofia Pro medium. 

CORE BRAND ELEMENTS

Title: 
BB Torsos Bold 175pt / 0pt tracking

Subtitle: 
Halo – Sofia Pro Semi Bold 60pt / 100pt tracking
WC Series – Sofia Pro Semi Bold 32pt / 100pt tracking
Secondary Information 
1 Dignitas… – Sofia Pro Semi Bold 40pt / 100pt tracking

Lower Third: 
Names BB Torsos Bold 32 pt / 0pt tracking
Description Sofia Pro Bold 28pt / 100pt tracking

Email Signature: 
Name  BB Torsos Bold 105 pt / 0pt tracking
Secondary information Shopify Sans Regular  
50 pt / 20pt tracking



TYPE VIOLATIONS

What not to do

Titles and primary information are 
BB Torsos, all secondary information 
is Sofia Pro medium and body text 
is Shopify Sans.

It is important to note that  
BB Torsos has three capital R  
variations so to keep with the brand 
it is imperative that the correct R 
glyph is used. 

Don’t: Change the title font, use only BB 
Torsos for titles.

Don’t: Align type right, only left or centered. Don’t: Mix fonts that are not approved.

Don’t: Alter the kerning, titles are 0pt and 
body text is 20pt kerned.

Don’t: Rearrange the type. Don’t: Use the wrong ‘R’, BB torsos has 
three variations. The correct one has a 
pointed leg that connects directly to the 
stem.
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Don’t: Alter the kerning, titles are 0pt and 
body text is 20pt kerned.
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PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO

R:73 G:73 B:73
HEX #494949

R:30 G:30 B:30
HEX #1e1e1e
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PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO

R:93 
G:65 
B:234
HEX 
#5d41ea

CORE BRAND ELEMENTS

Tone & Style
Shot with gel lighting



PHOTOGRAPHY OUTDOOR / STREET STYLE

R:73 G:73 B:73
HEX #494949
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Footage / Lifestyle

PHOTOGRAPHY OUTDOOR / STREET STYLE

R:93 
G:65 
B:234
HEX 
#5d41ea

CORE BRAND ELEMENTS



GAME ASSETS

R:73 G:73 B:73
HEX #494949

R:30 G:30 B:30
HEX #1e1e1e
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Footage / General, Valorant, Rocket League, Halo, Starcraft II

GAME ASSETS

R:93 
G:65 
B:234
HEX 
#5d41ea

CORE BRAND ELEMENTS



FASHION STYLING

R:30 G:30 B:30
HEX #1e1e1e
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Style for the brand

FASHION STYLING

CORE BRAND ELEMENTS



THANK YOU


